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Chairman’s Message
Rod Sheridan
Dear Friends,

Easy to Nominate
When preparing a new nomination please
follow the procedure that is outlined on our
website. This makes it easier for the NRC to
evaluate your nomination. Don’t hesitate to
call us if you need help.

On June 15, 2017 we logged another
outstanding Gala Induction dinner. With
attendance of close to 400, 4 new members,
an aerobatic team deserving of the Belt of
Orion Award, and Vancouver International
Airport as our hosts, Mike Matthews and the I encourage our members and the friends
dinner committee presented us an evening of the Hall to make the task for selecting
the 2019 Nominees more challenging for
worthy of those we honoured.
the Nominations Review Committee to
select New Members and Belt of Orion
Looking Ahead
Our next Induction dinner will take place on organizations. Take the time to look around
June the 7th 2018 in Calgary, and we will be you at your friends, colleagues, former
announcing names of the inductees shortly. employers, those you had the honour to serve
But rather than discussing our 2018 dinner, with, and seek out people you feel worthy of
which will receive much publicity in the Nomination.
weeks to come, I want to focus on the 2019
Broaden Our Scope in Seeking
Induction.
New Members
When I look at the current Members I see
Nominations Needed for New Members
We look forward to receiving new a number of areas we may not have seen
Nominations every year to add to the enough candidates from, specifically in
active submissions our Nomination Review the area of Engineering and the broader
Committee (NRC) diligently reviews. If you Aerospace Community. Canada has a more
have previously submitted a Nomination for recent history of contributions in the world
consideration please take the time to update where aerodynamic forces and terrestrial
restrictions apply less and present new
your submission.
challenges. We have honored our Astronauts

but have yet to receive many submissions for
the Engineers and Technicians that support
and play key roles in creating the missions
and machines that make travel and existence
in space possible.
I know there are countless stories that tell
of accomplishments in the atmosphere yet
to be told, and with them we would love to
celebrate more of the people that will take us
to the next frontier.
Again, We Need Your Support and Ideas
Speaking on behalf of the Nomination
Review Committee, please send more
submissions for them to review. If you have
submitted a nomination, please make sure
it’s up to date, don’t let it become cold. As a
Member or a Friend of the Hall, you are the
ones we count on to build the roster of who
will become the next Honoured Members of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.
Best wishes,
Rod

Our New Governor General - Julie Payette
- An Astronaut, Member of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame, and More!
Mary Oswald

There’s great pride in Canada in seeing Julie Payette installed as Canada’s
Governor General! She is a multi-talented lady and a short list includes that
she is multi-lingual, has two engineering degrees and computer specialization,
is a jet pilot, made two trips to the International Space Station, in 1992 aboard
Space Shuttle Discovery, and in 2009 aboard Endeavor.
As an astronaut, she has realized her childhood dream and is an inspiration
to all. Her advice to young people is to find their passion and work towards
accomplishing what they want to be in life. She is looking to the future, and we
with her!

photo courtesy Canadian Press

Among her many honours, she was inducted as Member of Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame in 2010.
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The 1929 Mercy Flight
Denny May

Photos: The Wop May family collection

(Note: This is a true story of life in Northern
Canada in December 1928, a story of
survival, of desperate rescue, of commitment
to helping one’s fellow man in need.)

with staple provisions such as bannock,
potatoes, bacon, tea, sugar, coffee, and beef.
They brought wild duck feather robes and a
few bear hides to put under themselves on
the ground at night. To keep warm, a long fur
Bert Logan, a Hudson’s Bay employee, parka topped their heavy clothes.
and his wife were well respected in the
communities of Little Red River and Fort A Long, Cold Trip
Vermilion. They had been transferred from Up-river from Fort Vermilion, the river was
Fort Simpson, North West Territories to Little glare ice, and to the dismay of both men,
Red River, Alberta with the Hudson’s Bay Joe LaFleur fell through the ice. They had
to return to Fort Vermilion, and weren’t able
Company.
to leave for Peace River until three days
later. The trip was very cold and slow as
Illness Strikes
After returning from a holiday in Quebec, temperatures dipped to -50 degrees Celsius.
Mr. Logan was unpacking a trunk of clothing It took the two men four days to get to the
to distribute to the settlement when he settlement of Carcajou on the river, and
became very ill. Mrs. Logan, a nursing sister another four days to travel by land to Peace
of the Gray Nuns, recognized the illness as River. The trip was about 280 miles (450 km),
and they arrived in Peace River on New Years
diphtheria.
Day. The two men delivered their message,
She asked William Gray and his son Bobby and were immediately placed in the hospital
to go the 45 miles (70 km) up river to Fort in Peace River to recover from the flu.
Vermilion for Dr. Harold Hamman. The
father and son immediately set off on the Meanwhile, the Grays rested for a few
river highway, but first they had to test the ice days at Fort Vermilion, and gathered some
as it was the first trip they had made on the supplies and mail for the their trip back home
river that winter. The doctor traveled by dog to Little Red River on December 24, 1928.
team back to Little Red River with Mr. Gray, They spent the first night at Clement Paul’s
and upon seeing the patient, confirmed that sawmill, and to their horror the next morning
a ‘chinook’ had blown up, melting all the
he had diphtheria.
snow on the river, turning it into a gigantic
sheet of ice. Their horses were not shod and
Stopping the Spread of Infection
Little could be done for Mr. Logan, as he could not manage at all. William Gray went
had now been sick for seven days, and was back to Fort Vermilion to get some horseexperiencing extreme difficulty breathing; shoes, and on the evening of Christmas Day
however, Dr. Hamman knew the urgency the horses were shod at the sawmill. Early in
of getting serum for inoculating the other the morning of the 26th, William and Bobby
Gray once again headed for home.
people at the post.
On the trail, they met Francis Bourassa and
his team struggling on the ice; his horses were
not shod either. With Mr. Bourassa were Dr.
Hamman, Mrs. Logan, and her now deceased
husband Bert Logan who had passed away
on December 22, 1928. Bourassa had tied
gunny sacks to the feet of his horses, but it
was a poor substitute for shoes for the horses.
They were having extreme difficulty standing
on the glare ice. Dr. Hamman, Mrs. Logan
LaFleur and Lambert left Fort Vermilion on and the body were transferred to the Gray’s
December 18 for Peace River with Lambert’s dog sleigh, and they headed back to Fort
dog team and sleigh. They loaded the sleigh Vermilion with the load.
The Dr. asked that William and Bobby Gray
return to Fort Vermilion to request that Gus
Clark have a message taken to the nearest
telegraph office where a message could be
sent to the Edmonton Department of Health.
Gus selected Joe LaFleur and his son-in-law
William Lambert to make the trip to Peace
River, as they were very experienced river
men.
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The R.C.M.P. Alerted to the Danger
Someone traveling by dog team ahead of the
Grays alerted Fort Vermilion of the arrival of
the party. Approximately 10 miles (16 km)
from Fort Vermilion they were met by the
RCMP and told not to enter the village with
the body. Bobby Gray stated: “This was the
only time I ever saw Dr. Hamman lose his
cool.” They then proceeded to the Anglican
Cemetery, just east of the settlement, where
they left the body.
A Faster Way to Travel
When Dr. Malcolm Bow, Deputy Minister
of Health, received the telegraph from Peace
River, he immediately contacted “Wop” May,
a pilot who was visiting family in Calgary.
Wop did not hesitate, and replied “We’ll
go tomorrow”. He called Vic Homer in
Edmonton and asked him to get their aircraft
ready. Their aeroplane was an Avro “Avian”
biplane, on wheels - hardly appropriate for
flying into Northern Alberta in mid winter.

Dr. Malcolm Bow hands the serum package
to Wop May. On the left are Edmonton
Mayor Bury and Vic Horner. Jan. 2, 1929
On the morning of January 2, 1929 they
were ready to go. It was -20°F (-28°C) with
a wind, low ceiling and ice fog. The aircraft
was moved into position, the pilots dressed
in heavy coats, pants and felt boots. Dr. Bow
and Edmonton’s Mayor Bury handed them
the serum, carefully wrapped. They boarded
the plane and at 12:45 pm headed north.
The Serum - A Precious Cargo
They followed the Edmonton, Dunvegan
and British Columbia Railway tracks north
to Mirror Landing (now Smith), then along
the south shore of Lesser Slave Lake to the

village of McLennan - flying at an altitude less
then 500 feet due to the snow and headwinds.
Along the way they had to stop somewhere
as the package of serum in the baggage
compartment (wrapped with a charcoal
heater in a blanket) caught fire - they had to
land the aircraft, throw away the blanket and
charcoal heater and put the serum in their
pockets, armpits and groin area: anywhere to
keep it from freezing. At 3:55 pm they landed
on Kimiwan Lake at McLennan for the night
as it was getting dark. The flight time was just
over 3 hours – a distance of 267 miles (430
km). They stayed the night.

Dr. Hamman ensured that everybody in both
communities received the inoculations. Mrs.
William Lambert said some years later “There
wasn’t much Christmas spirit that Christmas
for we had our families scattered up and
down the river. We were thankful that our
families could help others, and happy to have
them home later in the month of January.”
Thankfully, Bert Logan’s case was the only
one involved in the terrible scare and the
community was, and will be forever, grateful
to all those who had a part in the drama.
Leaving for Home
Wop May and Vic Horner left Fort Vermilion
for home the next day, January 4th. Again
it was another cold, snowy day and on this
leg they would have trouble with the engine
which was cutting off from time to time as
a result of the automobile gasoline they had
used to refill the fuel tank.

At 9:40 am on the morning of January 3, 1929
they departed McLennan and following the
railway line arrived in Peace River just after
10:30 am - a distance of 50 miles (80 km).
They landed on the ice of the Peace River and
taxied to the area along the river where the
paddlewheel steamers were tied up for the
winter. They refuelled the aircraft there.
In Peace River major repairs to the engine
were necessary as a result of the bad fuel.
At 11:45 am, as they left Peace River, they They remained in Peace River for two nights
flew under the railway bridge before heading and on the morning of January 6th headed out
north on the last leg of the flight to Fort for Edmonton - a trip of 317 miles (510 km)
Vermilion, arriving there about 3:00 pm – a and a flying time of just under 4 hours. On this
flight of 250 miles (400 km). The weather leg of the flight it was snowing hard, -33°F
improved as they left Peace River.
(-36°C) - anything but friendly weather!
A Welcome at Fort Vermilion
The citizens of Fort Vermilion had cleared
a landing place on the Peace River and the
plane was met by the RCMP. About 30
minutes later Dr. Harold Hamman arrived
from Little Red River and photos were taken.
A dance happened to be scheduled for that
evening, and as everyone entered the dance
hall, they were required by the RCMP to
receive an injection of the serum.

The serum is delivered at Fort Vermilion:
Dr. Harold Hamman, Vic Horner, Wop May
and an RCMP officer.

Met by the Media
During the 5 days of the flight a media frenzy
was taking place. Headlines roared: “Race
against death” - “What Price Human Life?”
- “The Government should not gamble
everything on the audacious courage of two
Edmonton fliers”, etc. When the telegraph
from Peace River arrived saying the pilots
were on their way home, word got out and a
crowd of 10,000 people rushed to Blatchford
Field to greet the returning heroes. Mrs. Vi
May said “Wop had to taxi the plane to the
end of the field because the crowd was rushing
the plane and he was afraid somebody would
be hurt by the propellor.” The total flight was
1,240 Miles (2,000 km) with a flying time of
over 14 hours.

Vi May greets her husband, Wop May on his
return, noticing his sore lip. January 6, 1929
WWII fighter pilot Doug Matheson of
Edmonton who was at the Edmonton Airport
when they returned described the scene “The old steam engine was puffing in from
the Calder railyard, and suddenly out of the
steam came the little airplane!”

Vic Horner and Wop May in the Avro Avian.
This photo was set up as a media shot after
they returned to Edmonton. The pilot flew
from the back seat.

Appreciation from Everyone
At a civic ceremony both Vic Horner and Wop
May were presented with engraved watches.
The engraving on my father’s watch reads:
“Presented to Wop May as an Appreciation
for the Epoch Flight with Vic Horner to
Fort Vermilion - January 2, 1929 - From
the Boys”. Joe Lafleur and William Lambert
were each presented with an engraved rifle
On arrival, Wop and Vic were greeted by from the people of the Peace River District
family and friends, presentations were made and Fort Vermilion.
but Wop looked very uncomfortable - biting
his lips. Someone had told him that if he
covered his face with a silk scarf it would not
freeze - he tried that and when he landed he
pulled off the scarf, and all the skin came off
his lips.
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The Canadian Armed Forces Golden Centennaires Saluting Their 50th Anniversary, by LCol (Ret’d) Dan Dempsey, CD
A New Aerobatic Team

It has been 50 years since Canada celebrated
its 100th birthday in 1967 with one of the most
unique airshow displays the nation has ever
witnessed. Early in 1966 the Canadian Armed
Forces, under the command of Chief of the
Defence Staff General Jean Allard, announced that
they would form a new national aerobatic team
for Canada’s Centennial Year in the spirit of the
RCAF Golden Hawks which had thrilled millions
of Canadians from 1959-1963. The new team
would be known as the Canadian Armed Forces
Golden Centennaires.

A New Commander

The Chief of Personnel, Air Marshal Ed Reyno,
was directed to oversee the formation of the new
team. The man he chose to organize and command
the Centennaires was Wing Commander O.B.
Philp of Sidney, B.C. A fighter and test pilot by
profession, he had participated in airshows during
his career but had never been associated with
an aerobatic team. However, he was known as a
strong leader and superb organizer. He had handed
over command of 434 Strike/Reconnaissance Sqn
on the CF-104 Starfighter in Zweibrucken, West
Germany in December 1965 with no knowledge
of what the future had in store for him.
The extraordinary coincidence in the handshake
he exchanged that day with his successor, Wing
Commander Fern Villeneuve, was that Villeneuve
had been the original team leader of the Golden
Hawks in 1959-1960. W/C Philp was about to
carry on the legacy that Fern Villeneuve had
played a key role in creating. And both were
subsequently inducted into Canada’s Aviation Hall
of Fame as a result.

Canada’s Centennial Year

Philp received his marching orders from A/M
Reyno in the spring of 1966 during a 10 minute
briefing in the air marshal’s office at Canadian
Forces Headquarters (CFHQ) in Ottawa. The
mandate was clear - to commemorate Canada’s
Centennial Year and the 50th year of military
aviation in Canada through a national tour that
would begin and end at Expo 67 in Montreal.
Other than those guidelines, he would have carte
blanche in organizing a team that would utilize the
RCAF’s new basic jet trainer, the Canadair CL-41
Tutor (RCAF designation CT-114).
With less than a year to build his team from
scratch, W/C Philp wasted no time in researching
and selecting his team leader, S/L C.B. Lang,
who had flown the slot position with the Golden
Hawks in 1963 right up until their disbandment
in 1964. With the disappointment that had swept
the RCAF with the announcement of the Hawks’

The 1967 Golden Centennaires Officers. L to R, Front Row - F/L John Swallow (left wing), F/O Jim McKay
(opposing solo), S/L Lloyd Hubbard (public information officer), W/C O.B. Philp (commanding officer), S/L
C.B. Lang (team leader), F/L Tom Hinton (right wing), F/L Bill Slaughter (lead solo). Back Row - F/L Gord
Brown (Avro 504K), S/L Bob Dagenais (outer left wing), F/L Denis Gauthier (commentator), F/L Jake Miller
(CF-101), S/L B.K. Doyle (outer right wing), F/L René Serrao (CF-104), F/L Charlie Grant (engineering
officer), S/L Russ Bennett (slot), F/L Rob McGimpsey (CF-101 navigator), F/L George Greff (Avro 504K).
Missing are the Red Knight, F/L Jack Waters, and his alternate, F/O Rod Ellis. (DND Photo, Cpl Bob Imre).
In the background are: Centennaire Tutor, CF-104 Starfighter, Avro 504K, and a CF-101 Voodoo.

demise on that fateful day of 7 February, the
excitement was palpable in the spring of 1966
with the announcement that Canada would have a
new national aerobatic team.
Before he knew it, Philp had 76 pilot applications
from across the RCAF on his desk, all who eagerly
wanted to fly with the new team. The first one
selected was a veteran airshow performer, F/L
Dave Barker, who had been a solo with the Hawks
in 1963-64 and a former RCAF Red Knight.
Ultimately, through a highly competitive tryout of
the 14 pilots deemed most suitable and available to
join the team, the final seven pilots were selected
on what would become a nine-plane team, all of
whom had flown the F-86 Sabre with the RCAF’s
No. 1 Air Division in Europe.

The Centennaires line up of eight CT-114 Tutors.
The paint scheme was designed by F/L Geoff Bennet
while serving at TCHQ (Training Command) in
Winnipeg. (DND Photo)

The Centennaires officially stood up on 1
September 1966 at their home base of Canadian
Forces Base Portage la Prairie and started
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practicing on 6 September. S/L Lang’s plan was
to feature a nine-plane opening sequence and then
to split off three solo aircraft which would then
intersperse with the six remaining Tutors flying
various formations. Unfortunately, tragedy struck
early in October when F/L Tom Bebb was killed
when his Tutor crashed not far from Portage
during a solo practice. Tom
had recently designed the
team’s official crest so while
his accident represented a
tremendous loss to the team,
his memory would live on
through the beautiful shoulder
patch he had created.

Vintage Bi-Planes Added

F/L Gord Brown flashes past stage centre in “Old
Gold Two” to kick off another Golden Centennaires
airshow. (Rae Simpson photo)
The “Old Gold” patch of 1967 that put a smile on
many a child’s face. (via Bill Ewing)

Early on during deliberations about the new
team, CFHQ had decided to acquire and refurbish
two vintage Avro 504K biplanes in order to
commemorate 1967 as the 50th anniversary
of military aviation in Canada. The old Avros
had been used as trainers in the early days
of the RCAF. This initiative presented many
challenges both in their restoration (virtually a
new build) completed at No. 6 Repair Depot at
CFB Trenton and in learning to fly the aircraft
without the benefit of long lost “handling notes.”
Both volunteer pilots, F/L’s George Greff and
Gord Brown, did a wonderful job in saluting
the pioneering days of aviation in Canada - and
both became experts at deadstick landings! Their
signature manoeuvre was a “falling leaf” and they
became a popular addition to the show when they
could coax their finicky le Rhone engines to life.
Appropriately, their call sign became “Old Gold”
and those involved with the 504K wore a unique
shoulder patch designed by team technician, Cpl
Bill Ewing.

aerobatic display for 10 minutes immediately
prior to the Tutor demonstration. By the end of
the season, they would perform 82 shows across
Canada. Their show was raw power at its best
and set the stage for the intricate aerial ballet of
coloured smoke that was to follow.

F/L’s René Serrao and Jake Miller (with F/L Rob
McGimpsey in his back seat) prepare to start their
engines for their sterling performance at Abbotsford
‘67. (Bill Johnson photo)

While F/L’s Serrao and Miller worked up their
individual solo displays in Cold Lake and Chatham
respectively, the main team of Centennaires
continued with their practices in Portage until they
deployed to CFB Comox in January 1967 for their
final workups in preparation for the airshow season.

Resplendent in their gold and blue paint scheme,
the Centennaires show off the “Double Delta”
formation. (DND Photo)

The Famous Red Knight

There was a fourth element to the Golden
Centennaires’ show, that being the inclusion of
the RCAF’s beautiful Red Knight solo display in
the T-33 Silver Star that had been thrilling airshow
audiences across Canada since its first appearances
in 1958.

“Gold 104” rockets past stage centre in a series
of rapid rolls, soon to be followed by “Gold 101”
executing an inverted pass in the mighty Voodoo.
(Rae Simpson)

A rare photo of S/L C.B. Lang looping the
Centennaires’ nine-plane Big Diamond formation
near CFB Comox in February 1967. (RCAF photo)

Supersonic Duo Makes the Team
In order to contrast the enormous advances
in aviation that had taken place over the past
five decades, W/C Philp sought and received
permission to add a supersonic duo to the
Centennaire show using Canada’s two frontline
fighters of the day - the CF-104 Starfighter which
was primarily based in Europe in a nuclear strike
and reconnaissance role, and the CF-101 Voodoo,
which was based in Canada as the nation’s allweather supersonic interceptor. The two pilots
who would fly this unforgettable display were
F/L’s René Serrao and Jake Miller, both of whom
were regarded as outstanding aerobatic demo
pilots. They lived up to their reputation, treating
spectators to a thundering solo and formation

Meanwhile, Philp had recruited S/L Lloyd
Hubbard, the last leader of the Golden Hawks,
to help coordinate the massive undertaking that
was about to take place. All was going well until
the middle of February when a mid-air occurred
during a nine-plane practice that took the life
of lead solo Dave Barker. With so little time
remaining until the start of the season there was
no time available to train a new pilot so the team
unanimously resolved to carry on as an eightplane formation for the balance of the year.

Lead solo F/L Dave Barker leads fellow soloists F/L
Bill Slaughter (foreground) and F/O Jim McKay in an
outside 360 silhouette pass. (Canadair photo)

The Centennial version of the Red Knight team.
Front row - Cpls Vince Kavic and Bob Hawes; Back
Row - F/O Rod Ellis and F/L Jack Waters (DND Photo)

Canadian Forces Headquarters had soon
discovered that it would be impossible to fulfill all
of the airshow requests that had inundated the team
for Canada’s Centennial. Thus, by integrating the
schedules of the main team with the Red Knight,
maximum coverage of the country was achieved
and almost every community who wanted a show
got one. Veteran instructor F/L Jack Waters was
selected as the 1967 Red Knight with F/O Rod
Ellis as his capable alternate. The scarlet red jets
were impossible to miss as they wove their way
across Canada on their own grueling schedule,

In resuming their workups in Comox, they became
the first team in the world to take off and land eight
aircraft in formation.
F/L Jack Waters’ Red Knight in all its glory.

(Rae Simpson photo)

The RCAF Red Knight patch worn by team members in 1967.
(via Jack Waters)
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a magnet to young and old eyes alike. All told, Centennaires a Smash Hit in the U.S.
101 Red Knight shows were performed in 1967, Following the closing ceremonies at Expo 67 on
including seven major shows that were flown with October 15th, the Golden Centennaires Tutor team
the rest of the Centennaires’ team.
was invited to fly seven shows in the United States
on a sojourn that eventually took them all the way
Expo 67
to Freeport in the Bahamas for two shows. By
True to form, the Golden Centennaires opened the time the season was over following their last
Expo 67 on April 27th with a spectacular 11-plane show at Nellis AFB on November 18th, the team
formation flypast featuring the eight Golden had attended scores of public relations events
Tutors with the Red Knight tucked in behind, the while performing a total of 121 shows, setting
Starfighter and Voodoo on either wing. It was a a Canadian record that will never be matched.
sight to behold. The next day the entire team They had treated Canadians to a phenomenal
performed their first official show of the season demonstration that showcased our aviation
over “Man and His World.”
heritage in grand style.

Trailing their red, white and blue smoke, the
Centennaires sweep in to stage centre during the
opening of their 30 minute show. (Jerry Vernon photo)

The cover of Weekend Magazine that heralded the
beginning of the Centennaires’ airshow season in
1967. (Bruce Moss photo)

From their very first day of operation, enormous
credit must be paid to the 67 aviation technicians
who serviced the team’s Tutors, Starfighter,
Voodoo, Avro 504K’s and T-33’s over seven
months of practices and the 184 day airshow tour
that ensued. Transport Command provided C-130
Hercules aircraft to ferry the Avro 504K’s as well
as technicians to every showsite; they even acted
as ground refuelers in some of the more remote
locations where the team performed. The logistic
tail keeping such a diverse team operational on the
road was long and complicated.

While there have been many accolades describing
the Centennaires’ show by those fortunate to
have seen it, O.B. Philp’s “Flying Circus” was
eloquently described by the late Bill Johnson in
his book “Airshow!” in which he stated: “Theirs
had to be the most intricate demonstration routine
ever flown. Some of the maneuvers are almost
impossible to understand, even with the diagrams
that I have before me - yet they were performed
with a precision and grace that made my scalp
tingle. This was airmanship and showmanship at
its best … These guys were something else!”

The official disbandment of the Centennaires
took place on January 12th, 1968 at CFB Portage
(although the Red Knight would continue to fly
in 1968 and part of 1969). Although they flew
under the banner of the Canadian Armed Forces
in 1967, the team also represented the swan
song for the RCAF itself which ceased to exist
when the unification of Canada’s three military
services took place on February 1st. The team
had epitomized the proud traditions established
by the RCAF over 44 years of war and peace,
motivating untold thousands of young Canadians
to aviation careers as pilots, technicians or support
personnel. And while their disbandment was met
with widespread disappointment across the nation,
they set the stage for the creation of yet another
magnificent team that would be formed just over
two years later.

Memories and New Beginnings

Today, as we salute the 50th anniversary of the
Golden Centennaires and the wonderful memories
they left us, the guardians of their proud heritage
are the Canadian Armed Forces Snowbirds who
have now been captivating North American
audiences for 47 consecutive years.

The author and Honorary Snowbird Kim Philp on
the occasion of her father’s induction into Canada’s
Aviation Hall of Fame in 2015. (Rick Radell photo)

The Centennaires show perfect form in a six-plane
loop. (DND photo)

F/L Grant, engineering officer, flanked by Flt Sgts
Gibson (left) and Hayward (right) pose with some of
the team’s Tutor technicians. (DND Photo)

that I have ever seen. I can’t begin to tell you how
disappointed I was to learn that this was to be your
last demonstration flight … I would be grateful if
you could convey my great respect and admiration
to your team members. They are the greatest.”

And just to underscore that sentiment, legendary
airshow performer Bob Hoover watched the
Centennaire performance at Nellis, home of the
USAF Thunderbirds, and subsequently wrote to
O.B. Philp stating, in part: “Beyond any question,
the demonstration by your team members at Nellis
Air Force Base was by far the most outstanding
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As Canada’s aerial ambassadors, they fly in the
spirit of the Golden Centennaires, Golden Hawks
and all of the many teams that have graced
Canadian skies for over nine decades. They
continue to do our nation proud. May the legacy
long continue …
Dan Dempsey is a former Snowbird solo pilot
and commanding officer/team leader. He was also
a demo pilot on the “Hawk One” Golden Hawk
F-86 Sabre from 2009-2012, flying airshows
across Canada. His highly acclaimed book, “A
Tradition of Excellence - Canada’s Airshow Team
Heritage” chronicles the history of Canada’s
airshow teams in considerable detail.
www.CanadasAirshowHeritage.com

The 1967 Centennial Zoom Flights - Canada’s Assault
on the World Absolute Altitude Record, Part II
Mary Oswald, Flyer Editor in conversation with Col “Bud” White (RCAF/CF Ret’d) in February, 2017
Mary: Welcome, Bud, to the SECOND part
of our “Flyer” chat.
Readers will recall that this year is 50 years since
your Centennial Zoom flights. In the April Flyer, we
published questions about the Centennial Flights,
including Transport Canada’s participation and
Russia’s reaction to your efforts. And you took us
through a typical Zoom flight. So now let’s get into
the ‘technical’ stuff, and hear about your “deadstick” landing into Ottawa’s Uplands Airport.

magnetic tape recorder, DRTE appeared able
to meet the FAI accuracy criteria. (Your April
Flyer showed a photo of DRTE’s 30 ft antenna
dish at Shirley’s Bay.) In short, the DRB/DRTE
and RCFCA teams were an essential and integral
part of the Centennial program, and they were
Two options were open to us. We could measure the ones who had to present and authenticate our
pressure or otherwise relate our height to the record data to the FAI’s technical oversight team
ideal (ICAN) Standard Atmosphere. Or we could in Switzerland.
measure our ‘tape-line’ height above ground
and relate that to Mean Sea Level. To utilize
the 1st option, we worked for months to find an
accurate method of measuring static pressure
using USA/NAA and NRC barographs and our
calibrated aircraft instruments. Position error and
extrapolating to apogee conditions seemed an
insurmountable problem.
The Royal Canadian Flying Clubs Association
(RCFCA) (under Bill Paris) was the FAI’s agent
in Canada, so we had to notify them, and they
eventually had to pre-notify Switzerland, and
physically oversee our final ‘official’ attempts.

Both the Russians and Americans had utilized the
‘tape-line’ (2nd) option and authenticated using
phototheodolite measuring systems. However,
we predicated our program on utilizing the cores
The sign proclaiming this altitude attempt as a
of high energy jet streams over the St. Lawrence
Centennial Project, with the stylized maple leaf
valley during September through December when
used everywhere throughout 1967. RCAF photo
most of our flying would be ‘on-top’ of extensive
Mary: You mentioned earlier about record cloud formations. So optical (phototheodolite)
flights needing to be “authenticated” by the FAI. systems were not going to be useful and radar
Remind me again about this. What is the FAI measuring systems at apogee were not accurate The 30-ft DRTE Antenna at Shirley’s Bay RCAF photo
enough.
and what was involved?
It was a methodology never previously used
Bud: Sure! The FAI (Federation Aeronautique
before the FAI. The DRTE team under John Day
Internationale) is the international governing
and Stew McCormick got a ‘standing ovation’
body in Switzerland that regulates all aviation,
when they, with Bill Paris of the RCFCA, made
ballooning and gliding world records. Think
their data and analysis presentation of our flights
of their FAI ‘rules’ as those governing an
to the FAI in Lausanne. To DRTE’s great credit,
international sport. The measuring systems must
FAI accepted the record figure of 100,110 feet and
have a total ‘system accuracy’ of at least 1% with a
our error analysis.
high confidence level. You must beat the previous
record by at least 3% and prove it. So, we would
Mary: Bud, the wing on a CF-104 looks much
have to get above 117,000 ft to beat the Russian
different from any of the aeroplane wings I’m
record.
used to.
Bud: Yes, it sure is. The wing shape you are used
to is a much thicker, cambered airfoil with the
The instrument panel of the CF-104 Starfighter,
thickest part at about 1/3rd of the way back from
set up especially for the Zoom flights. RCAF photo
a nicely rounded leading edge. That’s a subsonic
airfoil design!
CEPE/AETE had previously worked with the
Defense Research Board (DRB), and their
The F-104’s wing is a much thinner, slimmer,
Research Telecommunication Establishment
sharp-edged airfoil design - only 4 1/2 inches thick
(DRTE) suggested a novel ‘tape-line’ approach:
at the mid-chord - and optimized for supersonic
Install their power supply and 4GHz beacon in
flight to keep shock waves obliquely attached
AETE’s unique CF-104 project aircraft #700’s
to the fuselage and wing itself. At speeds above
eBay with 3 antennae in the nose, and their 30Mach 1 - faster than the speed of sound - the thin,
ft precision tracking ‘dish’ at Shirley’s Bay could
sharp leading edge of the F-104 wing literally
track #700 in azimuth and elevation. Range was
slices through the air with minimum drag while
Bud White squeezed into a tight fit in the cockpit
provided from Shirley’s Bay with their transmitteravoiding compressibility effects like buffeting and
of #700 (CF-104 Starfighter used in the test
receiver and #700’s IFF/SIF transponder. So, by
tucking.
flights.) He is fitted into the Gemini Space Suit
collecting that data with ‘time’ data from their
and helmet borrowed from the United States Air
atomic clock, and recording it all on a digital
Force. RCAF photo
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The Zoom Profile, a chart carefully worked out to
indicate parts of the “Zoom”. RCAF photo

But to permit effective subsonic maneuvering,
the short, stubby F-104 wings need leading and
trailing-edge flaps. These flaps ‘aerodynamically’
convert the thin wing airfoil into a thick, cambered,
high lift airfoil. But at the lower speeds required
for takeoff & landing, a ‘Boundary Layer Control’
(BLC) system is also needed to prevent flow
separation and wing stall. At landing and takeoff
speeds, over 80% engine power is needed and
used to deliver high pressure BLC bleed air over
the trailing edge flaps through tiny wing orifice
holes along the rear flap hinge line. This high
velocity bleed air re-energizes the boundary layer
and allows airflow to bend smoothly downward
around the flap defection without separating at
high angles of attack. BLC reduces landing speed
about 20 mph and landing distance by about 25%.
So, you don’t want to be trying to land without
engine power driving your BLC system.

Mary: When you were describing a typical
“Zoom” Flight, you mentioned a “Flat Spin”
concern. What’s a Flat Spin?
Bud: During the original Lockheed flight test
program to clear the F-104 for USAF acceptance,
Snake Reeves and Lockheed pilots flew some 25
full “stall” flights to explore the Spin Modes of
the F-104. All were entered from pitch-up and all
yielded spins to the right. But in all cases anticipated
anti-spin controls were adequate without the use
of the spin-recovery chute. Through design, flight
test, and through its operational history up to late
1961, not one F-104 had been lost due to pitchup or non-recovery from a spin. It appeared that
Lockheed’s test and development of pitch-up and
spins was complete and adequate. However, on
25 Nov. 1961 an early CF-104 from the Canadair
factory in Montreal was lost. They reported, “on a
1 “G” stall approach, the a/c pitched up violently,
flamed-out and digressed into a flat-spin to the left
from which he was unable to recover.”
		

Mary: Test pilots talk about “Alpha”. What’s
“Alpha” and how does it apply to your Zoom
flights?
Bud: Great question! “Alpha” is simply test pilot
jargon for ‘Angle of Attack’ (AoA) which all
airmen know is the angle between the oncoming
airflow and the airplane wing, (or more strictly, the
chord line of the wing’s airfoil). Setting an airfoil Cartoon drawn by Snake Reeves, a Lockheed test
at a positive ‘alpha’ makes the air mass turn and pilot, depicting how an unaware pilot can find
curve downward, and that provides the “lift” that himself in a dangerous Flat Spin situation.
Photo Credit: Snake Reeves
keeps all aircraft flying.
But get the ‘angle of attack’ (Alpha) too high, and
smooth subsonic airflow will break down, and (as
all airmen know) the wing will ‘stall’. Normally
for sub-sonic wing designs, this stall means that
lift decreases and the nose drops sharply. But for
the CF-104 the ‘stall’ is characterized by “pitchup” (not because the lift decreases - it often
doesn’t - but because the center of lift moves
sharply forward carrying the aircraft into an
extreme nose-up angle of attack where the tail’s
horizontal stabilizer is acted upon by the wing
downwash and airflow vortices). In other words:
exceed upper alpha limits and any CF-104 will
pitch nose-upward and take you for a ride into a
spin. So, to prevent pitch-up, Lockheed’s design
of the F-104 included a high tail, and an Angle
of Attack (Alpha) measuring system feeding an
Automatic Pitch Control (APC) System to drive
a stick ‘Shaker’ and ‘Kicker’ to warn the pilot
of high or excessive Alpha (or excessive rate of
applied Alpha).

Then about 2 years later during the USAF
experimental NF-104 program, 2 spins from
altitude occurred, followed by Chuck Yeager’s
pitch-up, spin and loss of his NF-104 at Edwards
AFB. These confirmed the existence of a “Flatspin mode”. Computer runs made it clear that this
was an aerodynamic ‘notch’ from which recovery
was difficult if not impossible. Joe Jordan had
flown his USAF F-104 to a world altitude record
of 103,395 feet in 1959 oblivious to this Flat-spin
mode and the wild ride that it involved!
Mary: OK, so you had to stay away from getting
into a Flat Spin, but how did you do that?
Bud: Our basic answer to the Flat Spin was to
keep from getting into one!
To do this we needed an extremely sensitive
method of measuring angle of attack (alpha),
an instrument panel that would allow the entire
zoom manoeuvre to be flown on instruments, and
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an electronic power system that would not fail,
especially in the low pressures over the top where
the danger was most extreme.

Attitude sensing vane installed on the nose boom
of the CF-104 senses and records any small
change of angle of the aircraft to the airflow
direction. RCAF photo

As I’ve said, the CF-104 has an Automatic Pitch
Control (APC) system sensing alpha to drive
‘Shaker’ and ‘Kicker’. But, we were convinced
that its standard wedge-shaped vane would NOT
be accurate nor responsive enough at the peak
of our zooms. AETE had a close relationship
with our National Research Council. Amazingly,
NAE could extrapolate their T-33 subsonic vanes
to our supersonic requirements. In a few weeks
they designed, manufactured and tested vanes
which formed the basis for our ‘alpha’ flight
instrumentation. The NAE alpha and beta vanes
mounted on #700’s pitot nose boom withstood
the high dynamic pressures and aerodynamic
heating associated with flight at Mach 2.4, and yet
produced accurate angle of attack and yaw readouts in the low ‘q’ regime at the top of our zoom
profiles. The filtered signal from the alpha vane
drove a horizontal bar on #700’s Main Attitude
Indicator (MAI), and this allowed us to fly the
zoom profile with precision and keep ‘alpha’
under control.
Mary: I don’t quite understand why the problem
was worse over-the-top?
Bud: Well if you look at a set of parabolas, you
will see that as you steepen the climb angles (say
from 45 to 60 degrees) the total number of degrees
you must pitch through downward increases (from
90 to 120 degrees) and you will also have to pitch
the nose down faster through those greater degrees
(from 85,000 up to a peak of 100,00 feet and down
to 85,000). Remember the bug-on-the-rock must
rotate that rock nose-downward over-the-top as
the rock follows its ballistic trajectory. So, the
steeper the climb angle, the faster the bug should
rotate the rock downward, and the more power the
bug’s wings must apply to keep facing forward!
And up high, there is precious little air for the bug
to use!
Dave Wightman’s earlier Spring article about flying
the WW1 Snipe is also illuminating at this point.
The Snipe had a rotary engine with its crankshaft
fixed to the aircraft and its weighty cylinders and
prop all rotating about the crankshaft. A veritable
gyroscope, which produced yawing motion from
pitch inputs! Well, the CF-104, with its massive
J-79 rotating mass turning at even higher speeds,

is an even more powerful gyroscope. Remember
that all Gyroscopes have 2 properties: “Rigidity
in Space” meant that my engine’s rotating mass
about my longitudinal centre line would try to
keep my nose pointing upward. I would have to
use pitch-down aerodynamic force to follow my
zoom parabola over the top. From our previous
discussion, I had to avoid pitch-up. But riding a
gyroscope also meant that when I pushed the nose
down I yawed left! Aha, the other gyroscopic
property: “Precession”! So, going over the top,
meant not just nose-down stick, but copious right
rudder to counter left yaw. On my final flights,
I had full right rudder applied, and had to slow
down my nose-down pitch input (and let the
Alpha increase!) or I would have yawed left out of
control into a flat spin.

Diagram showing gyroscopic effects produced by
the the pitch and yaw actions. RCAF photo

Mary: Was there one scary moment or flight that
still sticks in your mind?
Bud: Well - I’m afraid the 37th flight on 9
December 1967 was memorable for all of us! We’d
had a problem at high-Mach keeping air flowing
smoothly through the engine. I’d experienced a
couple of noisy ‘chugs’ or ‘bangs’, so we’d readjusted the Inlet Guide Vanes. Normally, I would
have done a separate test flight, but the jet stream
was close and time was running out. So, I suited
up normally (in full pressure Gemini suit) thinking
that I’d fly a normal profile, and if the engine
behaved itself, I’d zoom at slightly increased
speed climb angle.
All went well, with me about 75 miles due northwest of Ottawa, accelerating eastbound in the
jet stream until Mach 2, when I felt and heard a
sharp ‘bang’, which made me pull the throttle out
of afterburner. Then everything was normal, so
I re-engaged afterburner and re-accelerated back
through Mach 2.2 in time for me to hear Shirley’s
Bay say, “autotrack - clear to zoom”. But then,
there was a second loud ‘chug’ at Mach 2.35 - so I
pulled the throttle well back and aborted the zoom.
Then I looked at my fuel gauge and couldn’t
believe my eyes - almost completely EMPTY!!

home - then slowed to subsonic at 35,000 feet with the idea I’d save whatever little fuel I still
had left to use for re-light and landing! I’d been
shutting down #700’s engine during all of the zoom
flights (to avoid over-temperaturing the engine),
so I was used to shutting down, gliding and relighting. So, at that point I was still confident, and
planned to glide the rest of the way sub-sonically
at about 300 kts.

Next day, Joe Schultz, the CF Director of Flight
Safety, came out, listened to my story, gave me a
big hug, and walked away shaking his head. But
it wasn’t anything we really wanted to talk about
back then! My Ground Crew later presented me
with a frame containing the panel torn from my
drag chute with all their signatures.

slid backwards and stopped, I see fire trucks,
ambulances and emergency vehicles roaring down
the runway after me - all losing control as they
hit the un-sanded ice. I can still remember two of
them running into the snow banks and another one
barely missing me as he slid by.

RCAF photo

On the 13, 14 and 15 December 1967, the jet
stream returned overhead, and I flew the final
But at about 25 miles north - with the RAT (Ram 5 flights (authenticating 3 of the 4 zooms) and
Air Turbine) out and giving me hydraulic and terminated the program. We hadn’t captured the
electrical power (but making a lot of noise) - I saw World Record, but we had established a Canadian
cloud - cloud that wasn’t supposed to be there - Altitude Record that still stands today!
covering all of Ottawa and into the Gatineau hills!
(I didn’t know it yet, but that cloud had just zipped Mary: You ended up well short of the Mosolov
in, and sprinkled freezing rain all over the Uplands Russian record. Were you disappointed?
runways!) But there also, clearly ahead, was the Bud: Oh, more than disappointed - ‘shattered’
hi-antenna tower on the side of the Camp Fortune would be a better word. We all were! Mainly
hill, sticking up through the clouds. So, I aimed because all our earlier flights (with reasonable
abeam of it over the Gatineau as I tried again to re- jet winds) indicated that we would get well
light the engine. No joy! So, I tried again. No joy! above 115,000 feet. But above 95,000 feet, all
By now I’m skimming at below 3000 ft just above our extrapolations broke down - even as we took
the clouds abeam the hi-antenna getting ready to more and more energy into steeper climb angles.
jump, when I see the rpm gauge start to rise! “Re- Frustrating!
light” - as I mushed through the clouds - emerged
over the Gatineau Dam with the Ottawa River But over the years, I’ve come to realize that our
ahead. I keep my canopy just touching the cloud 1967 Centennial Zoom flights resonated well with
base while re-accelerating to 400 kts and turning Canadians, especially within the Armed Forces
southbound over the River. But then, QUIET - and especially with our CF-104 Squadron pilots.
fuel’s all gone and the engine flames out as I pass They knew all about pitch-up, flat spins and
the Champlain Bridge. But, there is Uplands gyroscopic effects; and all of them seemed proud
that our Air Force had the moxie and gumption
International off to my left!
to tackle such a difficult task! During my 60-plus
(Remember - without engine power I’ve got no presentations in 1968 and since, I discovered
Boundary Layer Control (BLC ) System, but I’d that our flights had indeed added to the sense of
practiced dead-stick landings on the dry lake at pride that all Canadians had felt during our 1967
Edwards AFB.) So, I knew I had to keep the speed Centennial year.
up to 350 kts in descent to provide enough energy
to round-out. And that was the way it worked out!
Pure dumb luck! I turned left after the Champlain
Bridge, headed directly for the button of runway
14, kept my height until speed dropped to 350 kts,
then held that in the brief descent. I rounded out
right over the button and pulled my drag chute
open, just as my wheels touched down. It tore out
a panel of the chute, but quickly started to slow
me down. I remember thinking “hallelujah!”.
Then I realized, ”I’m on an ice-covered runway Part of the Centennial team which worked
that’s only half-sanded!” At the end, as I slowly together to gain the Canadian altitude record.

Instinctively, I pulled the throttle back to shut the
engine down (to save any remaining fuel), and
started a climbing turn to the south and home. I
recall peaking at just about 64,000 feet, gliding CF-104 landing with the drag chute deployed.
supersonically for about three minutes part way RCAF photo
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Another point worth emphasizing is that Canada’s
research, test, development and experimental
(RTD&E) organizations need to have strong
bonds with each other - both civil and military
if they are to stimulate effective Canadian
industrial development and growth. Like military
operational forces, RTD&E organizations need
projects and programs in which they can ‘exercise’
together. The 1967 Centennial Program was a clear
example of the benefits from such collaboration.
The CF-104
(#700) on a
clear day.
RCAF photo

Let’s Re-Live Memories of Induction 2017
Photos by Rick Radell

The 2017 Induction Ceremonies and dinner gala was held at the International Airport Vancouver in Richmond, BC on June
15th. CEO Craig Richmond arranged for CAHF to use this space, and worked closely with the organizing committee led by
Mike Matthews to create a wonderful social experience for inductees, their families and 400 guests.

Members who gathered for the group photo: Front: Kathy Fox, ‘Bud’ White, Robert Deluce, ‘Fern’ Villeneuve, Jean Butters, Jim McBride,
Russ Bannock.
Back row: Larry Milberry, George Miller, Les Kerr, Barry Marsden, Fred Moore, ‘Stocky’ Edwards, Danny Sitnam, Rogers Smith

In front of the camera CAHF’s photographer, Rick Radell, is
caught on camera. He has been The Hall’s induction dinner
photographer for several years, and his work is much appreciated.
Shown with him is Sherryl Dobson.

The Inductees Rogers Smith, Robert Deluce, ‘Fern’ Villeneuve,
who accepted the Belt of Orion Award for The Golden Hawks, Jean
Butters, who accepted CAHF membership on behalf of the late Errol
Boyd, and Danny Sitnam.
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Dr. Jean Butters accepted the
CAHF membership on behalf of
the late Errol Boyd

The Golden Hawks Remembered

A group of some who were involved with the Golden Hawks, directly and as family:
Front: John Elmrose, Dick Clements, Doug Laidlaw, ‘Fern’ Villeneuve, George Miller
Back row: Janice Clements Gardner, Kim Clements Gilbert, Cindy Garriock-Washington,
Guy Miller, Christel Miller, Elizabeth Miller
‘Fern’ Villeneuve, first
commander of The Golden
Hawks, accepted the Belt of
Orion Award for Excellence
from Her Honour, Lt. Gov.
Judith Guichon. On the left is
Chairman Rod Sheridan

Robert Deluce with his
acceptance speech, happy with
his new honour

Danny Sitnam acknowledged
everyone who helped him along
his way to success

MC Denis Chagnon guided
the evening’s agenda with
grace and precision timing

Chairman of the
Board, Rod Sheridan,
welcomed 400 guests
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Rogers Smith added humour to
his life story as a top test pilot

Note: Family group photos are
encouraged. Rick Radell will take
your photos wherever you are.

Family of Robert Deluce
Front: Joe Deluce, Catherine Deluce, Isabelle Deluce, Robert Deluce, Michael Deluce
Back: Bernie Deluce, Jasna Deluce, Jonathon Deluce, Justine Deluce, William Deluce,
Jim Deluce, Nancy, Sharon Deluce, Mallory Deluce, Karen Deluce, Marie Marshall, Andrea
Deluce, Jason Deluce
Family of
Russ Bannock
In the centre are
Russ Bannock of
Toronto, and his
daughter Anne
Bannock Smith of
Salt Spring Island,
BC,. Others in the
photo are friends
Jeff Shier, Trevor
Young, Mrs. Young,
and Perry Boeker,
all of Vancouver, BC

Les and Lila Kerr. Les was inducted
Member in 1999

Fred Moore, inducted in 2014, and
Kathy Fox, inducted in 2016

Family of
Director Gordon
Berturelli
Daughter Gail
and husband Jeff
Biers, Gordon and
Jane Berturelli, son
Brian and Suzanne
Berturelli
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Going back to 2010 - Julie Payette on
her induction into The Hall of Fame.
Presenter is LtGen. Andre Deschamps,
Chief of Air Staff at the time.

Honorary Poet for CAHF
John Chalmers, CAHF Historian

For his famous sonnet, “High Flight,” John
Gillespie Magee Jr. has been declared by
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame as its Honorary
Poet. John was a 19-year old Spitfire pilot
serving in the Royal Canadian Air Force when
he wrote the poem. Tragically, he was killed in
a mid-air collision on December 11, 1941 while
posted to England and flying with RCAF 412
Squadron. “High Flight” is the official poem of
the RCAF and the Royal Air Force.
The eldest of four sons, John was born on June
9, 1922 in Shanghai, China, to his missionary
parents, an American father and English
mother. He attended Rugby School in England
and earned a scholarship to Yale University in
Connecticut, USA. However, in 1940, instead
of continuing at university, he enlisted with the
RCAF and trained as a pilot in Canada in the
British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. John
is survived by one brother, the Reverend Canon
Hugh Magee, in Scotland.
At the 2017 induction ceremonies held at the
Vancouver International Airport, a special
moment in the evening’s program was the
recitation of “High Flight” by Tom HamiltonLane, the son of CAHF board member Lynn
Hamilton. Like John Magee was when he wrote
the poem, Tom is 19 years old. For the occasion,
he wore the RCAF officer’s uniform once worn
by his late grandfather, Don Hamilton, who was
inducted as Member of The Hall in 2011.

RCAF photo

Wing Commander Wilfred Curtiss
pinning pilot’s wings on Pilot Officer
John Gillespie Magee Jr.
at Ottawa, April 14, 1941.

Internet photo

A bust of John Magee
funded by the John
Gillespie Magee
Jr. Foundation.

Rick Radell photo

Tom Hamilton-Lane reciting
“High Flight” at the
Induction ceremonies

In England, the John Gillespie Magee Jr.
Foundation is raising £350,000 to create
and erect a larger-than-life statue of John at
Wellingdore, the village in Lincolnshire that
was the home of the airfield from which John
flew. He is buried in the Scopwick Church
Burial Ground in Lincolnshire, UK.

Gillespie Magee Jr. A copy of the program has
been provided for the Magee family papers in
the Special Collections of the Yale Divinity
School Library.

The poem begins:
Oh! I have slipped the surly bonds of Earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings;
The 2017 induction dinner program includes . . . . please check CAHF’s website for the
the well-known poem and pays tribute to John complete poem.

Medallion Casts are Home at Last
Aja Cooper, Collections Manager

In August, Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame
received a generous donation that was flown
in from England. The donor, John Smith
of Devon, England personally delivered to
the office a complete set of seven dye-sink
electrolytic pure copper medallion casts (simply
put - an uncommon mechanized procedure to
produce numismatics). The obverse features a
single Victoria Cross recipient and the reverse
showcases the Victoria Cross and logo for
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame. The complete
set depicts Billy Bishop, Andrew Mynarski, Ian
Bazalgette, David Hornell, Alan McLeod, Bill
Barker and Robert Gray.
These medallions were originally designed and
engraved by the donor himself, who worked
for the privately owned Alberta Mint in the
late 1970s. The medallions were purchased by
CAHF supporters to finance operations at the
Hall and ensure its legacy. One could purchase

medallions in pure copper, silver or gold. But this offer
was short lived, as Alberta Mint ceased operations in
the early 1980s.
This set of medallion
casts is significant in
a multitude of ways.
Historically,
these
casts speak to the early
history of financing
Canada’s Aviation Hall
of Fame. Aesthetically,
the set is nearly perfect in
its design and execution.
Contextually, attempts to reproduce the medallions involve making perfect
molds from this particular set of casts because
this set was “first-off-the-line.” This set is quite
literally one of a kind, and a valuable addition to
our collection of artifacts.
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The seven
medallions in a
velvet-lined
case
Photos:
Aja Cooper

A Celebration of Excellence:
RCAF Golden Hawks Celebrated - Again!
At this year’s induction dinner and ceremonies
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame held on June
15 at Vancouver, the legendary Royal Canadian
Air Force Golden Hawks aerobatic team received
The Hall’s Belt of Orion Award for Excellence.
The Award is given “to honour organizations,
groups, societies or associations who have made
outstanding contributions to the advancement of
aviation in Canada.”

Fern Villeneuve accepted the Belt of Orion Award
from Hall of Fame board chairman, Rod Sheridan
at the 2017 Induction Ceremonies. On the right
is guest speaker, British Columbia Lieutenant
Governor Judith Guichon. (Rick Radell photo)
Present to receive the Award was J.A.G. Fernand
“Fern” Villeneuve, who as a Squadron Leader
in the RCAF was the first team commander of
the Golden Hawks. The team flew 317 incidentfree performances from 1959 to 1963. However,
during preparations for the 1964 season, the team
was stood down as a result of budget cuts. In 2006
Fern Villeneuve was inducted as a Member of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.

Original Golden Hawks pilots, 1959, left to right:
F/O Bill Stewart, F/O Jim Holt, F/O John Price,
S/L Fern Villeneuve, F/L Ed Rozdeba, F/L Ralph
Annis, F/L Jim McCombe, F/L Jeb Kerr. (RCAF photo)

Hawks and their place in Canadian aviation.
When I learned of the event I knew I had to make
a personal trip to attend - it would be an historic
event!

John Chalmers

crew who served on the team, articles about them
that had appeared in the former RCAF journal,
The Roundel, and first-person accounts by team
members.

The event was organized by retired RCAF Captain
Kevin Anderson, the executive director of the
New Brunswick Aviation Museum. It brought
together pilots, ground crew and family members
of Golden Hawks personnel. Activities for the 90
people attending included a celebration dinner on
September 16.
Speakers at the celebration dinner in Miramichi
included Kevin Anderson, New Brunswick Lt
Gov. Jocelyne Roy Vienneau; Major General
Blaise Frawley, RCAF Deputy Commander;
and retired Lieutenant Colonel Dan Dempsey,
former team commander of the Snowbirds. Other
speakers included local Member of Parliament,
Pat Finnigan, and Jim Harrison, mayor of Quinte
West (formerly Trenton) which was the final
home of the Golden Hawks. Quinte West and A publication about the Golden Hawks provides
the Government of New Brunswick were major a fine history of the aerobatic team. The book and
financial supporters of the celebration.
the new print by Pete Robichaud may be ordered
from the NB Aviation Museum.
There were many highlights for me during that
weekend. I had a chance to meet with new Hall Aviation artist, Peter Robichaud, unveiled a
of Fame Member, Danny Sitnam (inducted in splendid new painting as a tribute to the Golden
2017) and his wife Laura; 1962 Golden Hawks Hawks. Dinner guests who purchased prints of the
solo pilot and later team leader of the Snowbirds, painting were busy getting them signed by Golden
George Miller (inducted in 2015), attending with Hawks personnel!
his wife, Christel, and their daughter, Eve. There
were special moments I spent visiting with Gerald
Haddon, keynote speaker of the evening. He spoke
of the contributions to aviation of his grandfather,
J.A.D, McCurdy, who in 1909 at the controls of
the Silver Dart was the first to make a powered
flight in Canada. McCurdy was inducted as an
original Member of the Hall in 1974.
Air cadets from local squadrons escorted
Golden Hawks team members when they were
accompanied by pipes and drum of the 5th
Canadian Division Support Base Gagetown. The
A new painting by Peter Robichaud, called “Salute
cadets also assisted with the serving of dinner.
To A Golden Age” depicts a pilot in a Golden
I especially enjoyed viewing the extensive display Hawks Canadair Sabre saluting an approaching
of Golden Hawks memorabilia from the New flight of the team as one aircraft breaks off to leave
Brunswick Aviation Museum, included flying the group in a “missing man” formation. (Courtesy of

suits, prints of the team, the Belt of Orion Award
Certificate, models, log books and other artifacts.
Notable in this collection were five massive
On September 16, 1967, a Golden Hawks volumes of Golden Hawks history, photos,
Appreciation Day was held at RCAF Station documents and news clippings compiled and
Chatham, New Brunswick, original home of the donated by late crew chief Bill Briggs.
team. Fifty years later to the day at Miramichi,
New Brunswick, minutes away from the site All of us attending received a copy of a fine new
of the former Chatham base, “A Celebration 94-page book about the Golden Hawks, which
of Excellence” was held to honour the Golden includes photos, names of all pilots and ground
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Peter Robichaud, © www.studiorobichaud.ca)

My trip to Miramichi also provided an opportunity
for me to do some touring of New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island after picking up a rental
car when I landed in Moncton. First stop the next
morning was to visit Resurgo Place and tour the
Moncton Museum there where aviation displays
range from historic to fanciful. My next stop was
at Shediac, to see a tourist attraction, “The World’s

Largest Lobster” - which is quite impressive but
has nothing to do with aviation! A stop en route
to Miramichi in Kouchibouguac National Park,
which I practiced saying until I got it right,
provided a chance to watch lobstermen’s boats
bringing in the catch for shipping to market.

Introducing New Directors
Mary Oswald

Two new Directors of the Board for CAHF were elected this year. They are replacing retiring
Directors Rosella Bjornson and James Morrison. The Hall wishes to recognize their committment
and effectiveness and thank them for their years of service.

Michael Bannock

who assumes the position of
Treasurer of the Board

James S. McBride
Director

Author John Chalmers says that digital cameras
were invented for selfies! Canadian, New
Brunswick and Acadian flags fly at Shediac above
“The World’s Largest Lobster”, 11 meters long,
5 meters high, 5 meters wide and weighing 55
tonnes.
The final event was a memorial service on
September 17, conducted by RCAF Chaplain,
Major Al Murphy. The service was held to
remember Golden Hawks pilots who lost their
lives while flying in accidents during training or
practice sessions: F/L Leonard ”Sam” Eisler; F/L
Jeb Kerr; F/L Jim McCann; and F/O David Barker,
who flew later with the Golden Centennaires when
a flying accident took his life.

Michael Bannock
photo: Rick Radell

Michael Bannock is President and Founder
of Worldwide Aircraft Ferrying Ltd. and JetShare Canada Inc. He obtained his Private
Pilot licence in 1975 and earned his Float
A challenge ahead is to locate a permanent home endorsement on a de Havilland Beaver that
same year under the tutelage of his father, Hall
for the New Brunswick Aviation Museum
of Fame member, Russ Bannock. Commercial
http://www.nbaviationmuseum.com.
Pilot licence, Multi-engine endorsement and
Instrument rating followed two years later.
Corrections to items in
April (Spring) Flyer:
Two bright-eyed readers found items that
need attention and correction.
On page 8, Dave Wightman mentions
landing with his Snipe on a “cricket patch”
at Rockcliffe during practice for the 1967
Air Show. Jamie McIntyre good-humouredly
says it should read “cricket pitch”.
On page 11, Terry Baker noted two errors
in the History listings. For the year 1937,
April 10, I wrote that “Trans-Canada Airlines
was created by the Federal Government.”
I followed that in the item for September
1, stating that “Trans-Canada Airlines flew
its first regular service ....” Terry Baker’s
correction would read: Trans-Canada Air
Lines. He should know - he is a retired pilot
with TCA/Air Canada.

In 1977 Michael flew for Emirates Air Service
out of Abu Dhabi. In 1979 he founded Worldwide
Aircraft Ferrying Ltd. The company annually
ferries over 100 aircraft around the world. He
was Chief Pilot for Eaton’s of Canada from
1980 to 1998, and in 2002 he founded Jet-Share
Canada Ltd. which operates Cessna Citation
Aircraft and conducts maintenance on Torontobased aircraft. In 1988 he was on contract to de
Havilland Aircraft Canada Flight Operations
Department performing production test flying
and delivery flights on DHC 5, DHC 6, DHC
7 and DHC 8 aircraft. He has amassed 15,500
hours of total flight time, which includes over
5,500 hours of float time. Michael lives in
Toronto.

I appreciate hearing about items which should
be corrected. Thank you to Jamie and Terry.
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Jim McBride
photo: Rick Radell

Starting his career in aviation with the RCAF in
1950, Jim McBride served as an aero engineer
overseas and in Canada. In 1953 he earned his
pilot’s licence and started Midwest Aviation
Ltd. in Winnipeg with one aircraft - a Piper
Super Cub. Jim has served as a director of the
Air Transport Association of Canada and was
founding member of the Manitoba Aviation
Council. By 1967, Midwest Aviation was flying
helicopters as well as fixed wing aircraft. In
1968 Midwest merged with Transair Ltd., with
Jim as president. Service continued to expand
with routes and aircraft, and was then flying
Boeing 737 jets.
After selling his shares in Transair in 1973, Jim
and his family moved to the Calgary area, where
he became a very successful rancher, breeding
Limousin cattle. He continued his interest in
aviation with a Piper aircraft franchise and
established Turbowest Helicopters Ltd. In 2014
Jim finally retired with the sale of his interests
in ranching and the aviation business. He was
inducted as a Member of Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame in 2015. Jim lives in Calgary.

Jet Aircraft, Survival and New Hazards in Flying
John Chalmers

This article combines a story about the first
Canadian to fly a jet aircraft with an article by
Wilson Leach, CMM, CD**, B.A., M.D., about
the hazards of flying at high altitudes.

The Gloster Meteor and Bill
McKenzie
During the Second World War, the Gloster
Aircraft Company developed the first jet
aircraft for the Royal Air Force. The Gloster
Meteor first flew in 1943. Its first “op” was a
patrol flight flown by RCAF F/O William H.
(Bill) McKenzie on July 27, 1944 with No. 616
Squadron RAF. The twin-engined Meteor saw
limited action during the war, but eventually
3,947 Meteors were built by the time production
ceased in 1954. Until 1980 it served with 10 air
forces worldwide.

altitude and was now low on fuel. When the
reserve tank was turned on, no additional fuel
came, as a leakage had left the tank dry. Soon
both engines quit.
Bill McKenzie then did a forced landing on a
lake, was able to get out and swam about half
a mile to shore. As his wife, Edith, said later,
“When the plane hit the water, he just calmly
got out, folded his sunglasses into his pocket
and then swam to shore before it sank.”A search
Gloster Meteor in flight.
began immediately and no trace was found of
(Photo courtesy internet: Aviation History Online)
the Meteor or F/L McKenzie. Eight days later
After a short briefing, McKenzie was given two he was declared dead.
pages of notes and put in the cockpit of this Camped in one place, hoping to be found and
revolutionary new aircraft for his first flight - a keeping a fire going until his lighter quit and
solo flight, as it was a single-seater aircraft. His rain and hail extinguished the fire, McKenzie
first flight was successful and he thus became had nothing to eat for 23 days. Then, having no
the first Canadian to pilot a jet aircraft. Less than idea where he was, he started hiking out, finding
three weeks later, on August 16, 1944, while only berries to eat. On July 23 he emerged from
flying a Meteor from Manston on the Kent coast, the woods near Blind River, ON and was spotted
he shot down another jet, a German V-1 “buzz by a visiting American tourist, Harry Matts,
bomb” which crashed and exploded in a farmer’s who took him to safety. During his ordeal, F/L
field. After flying the Meteor in England and at McKenzie had lost 47 pounds, but was otherwise
bases in Europe, he returned to Canada in 1945 healthy. He continued to fly with the RCAF until
and flew the Meteor in demonstrations and at air 1954 and died in 1986 at the age of 65.
shows in several cities.

An Amazing Tale of Survival
Shown with Gloster Meteor are RCAF pilots S/L
Shan Baudoux, F/L Bill McKenzie and F/L J.
Ritch on October 6, 1945. This is the Meteor that
McKenzie ditched in an Ontario lake.
(DND photo)

The Gloster Meteor introduced the jet age to
Allied military service. It could fly as high as
40,000 feet, well above what most aircraft flew
during the war. Reaching speeds of nearly 1,000
km/hr, it flew faster than any propeller-driven
aircraft. With these new levels of performance,
jet aircraft introduced new hazards of flying to
pilots, and new terms such as “jet propulsion”
entered the language of aviation.

Following is a brief account of one of Canada’s
most amazing stories of survival. At age
25, then a Flight Lieutenant, Bill McKenzie
experienced one of the hazards of flying a jet
that Wilson Leach describes in his article that
follows, specifically, anoxia, or lack of oxygen.
While flying the Meteor from Kapuskasing,
Ontario on June 29, 1946, at 30,000 feet or
higher, it is believed that his oxygen supply was
somehow cut off and he passed out. The aircraft
continued to fly by itself. When he regained
consciousness, the Meteor had lost considerable

Flying Officer McKenzie was introduced to
the Meteor during the war, following service
as an RCAF Spitfire pilot. When he saw the
Meteor for the first time, he couldn’t believe
that it would actually fly - its engines had no
propellers!
Bedraggled but alive and healthy, F/L Bill
McKenzie was front page news when he was
found at the edge of the heavily wooded area
by Harry Matts. (Photo: Toronto Daily Star)
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F/L McKenzie, after his ordeal in the bush,
shakes hands with his rescuer, Harry Matts, who
was fishing in the area where McKenzie was first
spotted. This photo appeared on the front page of
the Toronto Daily Star July 26, 1946.

Hazards of Flying in the New Jet Age
Mary Oswald

In the 1950s, travel by air experienced a
large growth spurt. Airliners were built
larger, flew faster and higher. Test pilots were
pushing experimental jet aircraft to the limits
of capability, as well as their own physical
endurance. Pilots were experiencing the effects
of G-forces in high speed manoeuvers, during
which blood pooled in the abdomen and lower
extremities. They also experienced breathing
issues caused by lower levels of oxygen - socalled ‘thin air’ - at high altitudes. Doctors were
trying to determine why so many pilots were
being lost in unexplained crashes.

Research Begins
When the RCAF began development of the
supersonic Avro CF-105 Arrow fighter aircraft,
it became necessary to design protective
breathing equipment for pilots.

deliver oxygen under partial pressure. Dr.
Leach published an article about his research
in 1957 titled “Ten Miles From Home”. In it
he describes human needs for oxygen and the
complex issues caused by pilots moving into
high altitudes with their aircraft.

In 1954 Squadron Leader Wilson Leach, M.D.,
was posted to the Institute of Aviation Medicine
at Toronto, where he was appointed project
officer in respiratory physiology. He studied
the effects on pilots of low oxygen levels and
began testing high altitude breathing equipment
using a specially designed helmet which would

The article first appeared in the Jan.-Feb. 1957
issue of Flight Comment, the flight safety
magazine of the Canadian Forces, published
by the Directorate of Flight Safety. Sixty years
after original publication, Leach’s statement
is still relevant. The article and drawings are
reprinted with permission.

Ten Miles From Home
Wilson Leach

“Speeds and operating ceilings of modern
aircraft have now advanced so far beyond the
capabilities of even the fittest aircrew that the
physical limitations of the human body must be
thoroughly understood by engineers, aeromedical
specialists and aircrew alike if we are to avoid
unnecessary loss of efficiency and life.
Up until recent times we have been concerned
with only a fraction of the 100-mile depth of
atmosphere surrounding the earth. Today,
flight above 50,000 feet is space travel - at
least from the physiological standpoint and the hazards we are encountering in this
frontier region are many and varied. Above
this height, specialized equipment will have to
be developed to counteract cosmic radiation,
explosive decompression, the now familiar
anoxia, and many other conditions. In the
present discussion we will confine ourselves to
anoxia, with special emphasis on our means of
preventing it: the partial pressure suit.

A cartoon illustrating the hazards of high
altitude flying. (DND, Flight Comment)

Anoxia - What Is It?
To understand anoxia, we require a prior
knowledge of certain fundamental physical
facts about the atmosphere. Air is composed
of a mixture of gases: oxygen, nitrogen and
carbon dioxide, plus other rare elements. These
gases are in a constant percentage relationship,
each exerting a pressure as though it occupied
a given space. This is called the partial pressure
of the gas and it can be calculated for any
situation if we know the percentage of the gas
present and the total atmospheric pressure. In
other words, at ground level oxygen constitutes
20% of the air at a total pressure of 760 mm of
mercury (Hg).
Normal, or Partial Pressure
It is upon this last figure that human beings
are dependent; for we have been designed to
inhabit an atmosphere containing oxygen at an
approximate partial pressure of 160 mm Hg. As
a pilot leaves his home environment and climbs
to a higher altitude, the total atmospheric
pressure steadily decreases - and with it the
oxygen pressure. To overcome the problem, we
step up the concentration of oxygen to the pilot.
Under ideal conditions this increase prevents
anoxia up to 38,000 feet by maintaining the
correct partial pressure of oxygen. Beyond that
altitude, 100% oxygen at ambient pressure is
insufficient to maintain consciousness.
Positive Pressure
Above 38,000 feet, then, oxygen must be
delivered under positive pressure. In that way,
sufficient pressure is added to the ambient to
make up the necessary 160 mm Hg. As long as
the partial pressure of oxygen can be maintained
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at a 10,000-foot equivalent altitude or lower,
the pilot can be assured of normal breathing
efficiency. Establishing these ideal conditions
is not as easy as it sounds; there are human and
mechanical problems to be solved first.
Breathing Problems
With the standard mask, delivery of pure oxygen
under positive pressure requires major changes
in the mechanics of breathing. Normally the
energy required for breathing is expended on
the act of inhalation - getting the air in. But
when the positive pressure reaches a point 7 mm
Hg above the ambient pressure, the work load
shifts to the breathing-out phase. At an altitude
of 45,000 feet - where we require oxygen at 30
mm Hg positive pressure - the work of breathing
multiplies 10 times, thereby introducing the
fatigue factor. Prolonged breathing at this
pressure also throws an increasing load on the
entire circulatory system by causing a pooling
of blood in the extremities similar to the effect
of “G”. If sustained long enough, this condition
will also cause a loss of consciousness.
An Artificial Environment
How can we increase the supply of oxygen to
the body for extended periods without having to
encounter these complications? Obviously the
most satisfactory method would be to surround
the pilot with an artificial environment having
the same characteristics of air at ground level:
the pressurized cabin. Under normal conditions
this solution would be the simplest and most
satisfactory. But the engineer cannot guarantee
that the cabin pressure in military aircraft especially fighters - will always be maintained.
Flying above 50,000 feet in a pressurized cabin,

the pilot is without a worry until his canopy
blows off or is pierced by a missile. When
that happens, he finds himself exposed to the
elements without the equipment to protect him.
This is where the pressure suit comes in.

using a form of pressure waistcoat that can be
inflated to equal the pressure inside the helmet.
The waistcoat also relieves the pilot most of the
effort required to breathe out against the high
pressures.

Blood Circulation Affected
The pressure delivered to the lungs and the
outer chest wall is also transmitted to the heart
and large blood vessels in the chest cavity.
Consequently the pressure in the large veins
is increased to such an extent that they are
unable to get an adequate supply of blood back
to the heart. The result is a pooling of blood
in the large veins of the abdomen and legs,
accompanied by reactions similar to those
experience in blackout from “G”. To counteract
this tendency the standard G-Suit is employed.
It contains bladders in the abdominal, thigh
and calf regions that can be inflated to equal
Pressure Breathing Helmet
Now, what about the behaviour of our standard the pressure with the helmet. This provides
A13A mask under pressure breathing? The counter-pressure and aids body circulation to
reader will recall mention of the extra effort function properly.
which must be expended for a pilot to breathe
against 30 mm Hg. At the pressures required
at higher altitudes, he must use two hands
in order to hold the A13A against his face.
Because it is impossible to maintain a proper
seal, oxygen escapes around the sides of the
mask. Hence the need for a special pressure
breathing helmet to supply the right seal
around the face. Construction of such a helmet
is difficult because of the several demands
which must be met: comfort, adequate vision
and intercommunication, ease of adjustment,
and correct breathing pressure for flight above
50,000 feet.
The Pressure Suit
Ideal protection against a sudden loss of cabin
pressure would be provided by a full pressure
suit. Such a garment would have to be large
and cumbersome like a diver’s suit so that it
could be blown up pressurized to maintain
the necessary breathing pressures. But suits of
this nature are heavy and bulky, restricting the
movements required to fly an aircraft. In the
meantime, therefore, we must be satisfied with
a partial pressure emergency suit that will serve
as “get-you-down” device only.

Gravitational pull in some flying conditions
necessitated the “G-Suit” originally designed
by Dr. Wilbur Franks. The suit could be
pressurized to levels required to maintain
consciousness at 65,000 feet. (Wilbur Franks
became a Member of CAHF in 1983.)
This commemorative stamp was issued by
Canada Post in 1986.
10 Miles From Home
(or 52,800 feet, or 16.1 km, or 16,100 m)
Man’s restless energy and insatiable curiosity
have succeeded in driving him up to a strange,
new frontier lying only 10 miles from his
back door. No journey ever undertaken by the
explorers of history was either so short or so
fraught with hazard. But, progress being what
it is, there will be no turning back. The logical
next step, now that man has reached this realm,
is to discover the means by which he may live
there in safety. Those who fly today’s aircraft
are in the forefront of this advance and will be
the first to face whatever it is the new unknown
holds for the adventurer. Because anoxia is
only one of many problems facing researchers
in the field of aeromedicine, the wise pilot will
remain continually alert to the hazards he may
encounter in flight over 50,000 feet.”

Diagram showing areas of blood pooling,
causing difficulty in blood being pumped back
to heart, lungs and brain. (DND, Flight Comment)

The A13A mask described by Dr. Leach.
The flex hose is for oxygen, the other
connection is a communications line. (DND photo)
Pressure Waistcoat (vest) and G-Suit
Pressure breathing up to a positive pressure
of 50 mm Hg is considered the safe limit for
a pilot wo is wearing only a mask. Above this
figure there is the possibility of lung damage
unless a counter-pressures exerted against
the outer chest wall. This can be achieved by

‘Get-You-Down’ Equipment
The combination of pressure helmet, waistcoat
and standard G4A-Suit constitute our present
emergency “get-you-down” equipment. We
must emphasize again, however, that this
equipment is for emergencies only. Under
normal conditions cabin pressure will be
provided. In the event of cabin failure, the suit
will automatically inflate and provide sufficient
oxygen and pressure to enable the pilot to remain
conscious while descending to an altitude at
which he can survive. The vital importance
of this additional protection becomes obvious
when we remember that loss of cabin pressure
at 65,000 feet allows only 10-15 seconds of
useful conscious time to pilot wearing only the
standard mask and oxygen equipment.
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Dr. Wilson Leach, who was one of the first
group of Members inducted into Canada’s
Aviation Hall of Fame at its inauguration
ceremonies in 1974. Portrait by Irma Coucill
for CAHF.

Musings of the Chairman of the Operating Committee
By Dave Wright
Volunteers
One item that was very high on the agenda during
our look toward the future was the need to get
more volunteers to help us on the Operating
Committee. We are always looking for individuals
with a passion for aviation, who may live close
enough to Wetaskiwin to attend a once monthly
meeting, and who are interested in working with
Looking to the Future
In mid-September the Board of Directors, the staff our committee. I urge you to just call the office at
and the volunteers of the Operating Committee 780-312-2073 to find out more about us.
met for a Planning Session to discuss current
issues and long term plans affecting The Hall. A Our committee consists of two staff and six
number of actions were identified and plans were volunteers. The staff members look after our
made to address them. But, in addition, a number collection of artifacts, and the day-to-day needs
of smaller issues were identified and these are in of the office. One of our volunteers edits this
my message to you, our Friends and readers of newsletter, one volunteer researches and publishes
the induction program and creates the induction
The Flyer.
videos for each new Inductee as well as for the
Belt of Orion Award. Two others maintain the
Finance
I’ll begin with finances because, as you are aware, website, another volunteer handles the details of
we are a charitable, not for profit organization. the Gala Dinner and the sponsorships and since I
Thus, we depend on donations for success in our have no real talents, I chair the committee. Also, at
operation. One type of those donations is your 68 years young, I am the youngest member of the
annual Friends fee of $50. We appreciate that committee. Some of the slightly older members
you send it in each year. For that fee, we send are looking to retire and we desperately need some
you three issues of The Flyer and a copy of the understudies.
dinner program for our annual Induction Gala.
You get good value for your donation in that the Induction Ceremony
mailing cost for these four items eats up most, if Another item that was on our agenda was a
not all, of that $50. We would appreciate if you reminder to all that nominations for future
would send us your e-mail address with your next Inductees and Belt of Orion Award recipients
payment or to CAHF3@telus.net so that we can must come from you, the public. The decisions
forward things like the invitation to the next Gala on who receives these awards is independently
Dinner electronically and save some postage. Also determined by a National Review Committee
remember to keep us informed of any change in based on submissions from you. Please check on
our website at www.cahf.ca for information on
your mailing address.
what is required to make a nomination.
I would also like to mention that The Hall set up an
endowment fund earlier this year with the Battle The Review Committee loves to have several
River Community Foundation. We started this nominations in the funnel. If you have already
fund with a donation of $100,000 from the estate made a nomination and it hasn’t floated to the top,
of the family of one of our members. Since then don’t despair, just add to the support you have
a number of people have made smaller donations already provided to give it the buoyancy it needs.
in honour of individuals who have passed. In the The next Induction Dinner 2018 will be held in
future, this fund will give us a fairly stable annual Calgary on Thursday June 7 in the evening. Mark
return to support our operations that will grow your calendars. There will be four new inductees
as the fund grows. We ask our supporters to give for us to celebrate!
this fund some thought as you make your normal
Reynolds Alberta Museum
donations.
Our physical location is within the museum
located in Wetaskiwin. On the broader Board of
Social Media
We have many ways for you to keep up-to-date Directors agenda is the plan to bring our displays
with The Hall. If you are a Facebook reader, have a into the 21st century along with changes being
look at our Facebook page https://www.facebook. made as the Reynolds Museum expands. We
com/CanadasAviationHallofFame1. It is a very are in the early planning stage but there is no
active page with new information added almost question we will need to do some fund raising as
daily. Also, take time to look at our website www. this proceeds over the next 4 to 5 years. While we
cahf.ca and renew your acquaintance with CAHF’s review this process, the Board is also looking at
Members, view some videos and check on future ideas of how we may need to change and improve
for our visiting public’s enjoyment.
events such as the next Induction Ceremonies.
Aside: After reading this article you may think a
better title is ‘Rambling’!. I would like to share
some of my thoughts with you regarding The Hall
of Fame. In addition to being a volunteer on the
Operations Committee, I am also a Director of
The Hall.
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Dave Wright

CAHF photo

Other Involvement
As Friends of CAHF, you are aware of who our
Members are and their accomplishments. You
have an opportunity to get more acquainted with
a Member in your own home area. This may be
as little or as much as you are comfortable with.
We have over 230 Inducted Members and 38 of
them are still alive. If you have a Member living in
your area, a small gesture might be to call or send
a birthday card. One thing we know is that all our
Members like to feel appreciated. Our office could
provide you with the information you need.
On a larger scale, you might like to give a talk
to any local group: your Rotary club, Gyro club,
Chamber of Commerce, etc. about a Member
living in your region. One of the things we
have found is that our Members have done very
important things in their lives and sometimes, the
communities where they lived are not even aware
they existed. An example is recently inducted
J Errol Boyd, who was the first Canadian to fly
across the Atlantic. He left from Harbour Grace,
Newfoundland in 1930. They have a statue of
Amelia Earhart who also used Harbour Grace as
her stopping point, but no local mention of Errol
Boyd. We are trying to correct that!
Thanks for taking the time to read my Ramblings.
Look for my next writings in the January 2018
issue of The Flyer. I welcome your comments and
questions.
The address for CAHF’s foundation office is:
Battle River Community Foundation,
P.O. Box 1122, Camrose, AB, T4V 4E7

Air Spray - 50 Years
Lynn Hamilton
Air Spray (1967) Ltd. is proudly celebrating
50 years of wildfire control this year. Air
Spray is one of only a handful of aviation
companies in the world solely dedicated to
fighting wildfires using fixed wing aircraft.
Typically using either aircraft converted to
the airtanker role or purpose-built to scoop
water, the aerial wildfire control industry
is an incredible story of resourcefulness,
determination and often times, unbelievable
bravery.
Throughout the world, wildfires burn
millions of hectares of forests every year.
While most fires are left to burn, those
threatening communities must be controlled.
Recent fires such as those burning parts
of Fort McMurray, Alberta or vast areas of
British Columbia and Saskatchewan capture
the news headlines and make us realize how
important aircraft are in saving both property
and lives. In an attempt to extinguish
wildfires or at minimum, control their spread,
various fixed wing aircraft have been tried
since the 1940s. Early attempts included
dropping “water bombs” out of the cockpit
of the aircraft. However the first successful
airtanker aircraft were born out of the crop
spraying industry of which Air Spray was an
established operator.

L188 Electra dumping a load of retardant onto a forest fire.

the fall of 1967 as the opportunity to purchase
the new Douglas B26 Invader to fulfill an
airtanker contract offered by the Province
of Alberta arose. The B26 was emerging as
the new ideal airtanker. It was fast, powerful
with two engines for safety plus the airframes
were readily available, having been recently
retired from military service in Korea. It also
conveniently came equipped with a bomb
The original Air Spray was formed in 1954 as bay in which a tank could be fitted to hold
a crop spraying operation in the Wetaskiwin, retardant.
Alberta area. In 1958 the Government of
Alberta hired the company to use one of It was around this time that my father, Don
its Stearman bi-planes for aerial wildfire Hamilton, was approached to invest in the
control. The Stearman was ideal for the job company. He had achieved success as a bush
as it could be easily converted to an airtanker pilot in Northern Alberta during the 1950s
to drop water on a wildfire by replacing the and 1960s. After receiving his pilot’s licence
insecticide with water. Following the success in 1948, he bought his first aircraft and started
of the Stearmans, Air Spray added Grumman a small business giving rides in his aircraft
TBM Avengers to its fleet. The Avenger at various sports days across Saskatchewan.
could carry the heavier red-dyed retardant With the money from his business he headed
mixture which was found to be more effective north where he flew on the DEW line and
for fire control than water. While Air Spray then to Northern Alberta where he became
successfully provided aerial wildfire control well-known for flying both passengers and
throughout the 1960s, the company was cargo to remote locations, often in perilous
folded in the spring of 1967 and the first Air conditions.
Spray came to an end.
The departure from the industry was,
however, short lived. The company was
reincorporated as “Air Spray (1967) Ltd.” in
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Photo courtesy Air Spray

Don Hamilton beside his de Havilland
Beaver at Cold Lake, Alberta. ca 1950s
Photo courtesy The Hamilton family collection

My father was intrigued by the Airtanker
business. It was the right mix of opportunity
and flying excitement. The first season with
the B26 and a leased Cessna 310 “bird dog”
or spotter aircraft to complete the group
proved to be a huge success. As a result, he
purchased more aircraft as more Airtanker
contracts in both Alberta and the Yukon
Territories became available. The company
eventually owned 26 B26 air tankers and 12
Cessna 310s. By 1974 the fleet was growing
so quickly that Air Spray relocated its base
of operations and maintenance facility to
the Red Deer Regional Airport in Central
Alberta.

Despite the success of the B26, the industry
began looking for a larger, turbine powered
aircraft in the 1990s. The four engine
Lockheed L188 Electra was identified as
the ideal aircraft to carry out aerial wildfire
control. Air Spray embarked on a replacement
program for the B26s.To keep up with the
fast Electra, the Cessna 310s also needed
to be replaced with Turbo Commander 690
aircraft.
My father worked with a partner company
in the US to develop a new tank system to
more effectively deliver the retardant to the
fire. The computer-controlled Retardant
Aerial Delivery System (RADs) tank was
fitted on the Electra. It has indeed turned out
to be an exceptional airtanker with Air Spray
still operating the aircraft in Alberta, British
Columbia, the Yukon Territories, and the
USA today. The fleet of B26s was gradually
retired with the aircraft finding homes in
museums as far away as Australia.
In 1985 Air Spray expanded into water
bombers using the Canadair CL215
amphibious aircraft. The company won a
contract from the Government of Alberta to
operate their fleet of four CL215s. Shortly
after, Air Spray purchased three of those
aircraft making it the first private owner of
the aircraft in the world. However, with the
move toward either conversion of the CL215
to turbine (the CL215T) or replacement with
the CL415, Air Spray sold its three CL215s
to Turkey in 2009 where the aircraft are now
being used to fight forest fires in Europe.

Air Spray’s fleet of aircraft - B26 and Cessna 310 - at the Red Deer Regional Airport
Photo courtesy Air Spray

Fame. As the new steward of the company, I
have worked hard to continue the success of
the company. In 2013 Air Spray established
a base of operations in Chico, California
where we have completed the first of several
conversions of the four engine jet BAE 146 to
the Airtanker role. Air Spray has also added
eight Single Engine Airtankers or “SEAT”
aircraft to its fleet. Originally designed
as agricultural aircraft, the Air Tractor
802F is either wheeled to drop retardant or
amphibious with floats to scoop water from
lakes or rivers. Air Spray has contracts
Don Hamilton passed away suddenly in with various U.S. states and Federal Forest
2011 at the age of 86, just two months after agencies to fight wildfires with our BAE and
his induction into Canada’s Aviation Hall of Air Tractor 802 aircraft.

While many Airtanker companies have come
and gone since the first aircraft were used to
control wildfires, Air Spray is fortunate to
continue to be a part of airtanker history. As
a testament to my father’s vision, hard work
and commitment, I am always proud to see
Air Spray aircraft on the news, battling fires
and knowing that we are playing our part in
protecting our communities from wildfire.
As our summers trend toward hotter, dryer
temperatures, it is clear that Air Spray aircraft
will continue to have an important role as we
embark on the next 50 years in business.
Lynn Hamilton is currently serving as a
Director on the Board of CAHF.

Editor’s Notes
Mary Oswald

Watch the January (Winter) Flyer for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Information about the 2018 Inductees
Information about the 2018 Induction Dinner Gala
More photos from the 2017 Induction Dinner at Vancouver
Several articles which are being held over from this Fall Flyer
News about Members of The Hall
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CAHF Mourns the Loss of Two Members . . .
Mary Oswald

We at The Hall are saddened to announce the passing of two of CAHF’s members this past summer.

Victor Robert Bennett
(1928-2017)

He will be missed by the love
of his life Constance, his wife
for 62 years, and his four
daughters and two sons, as
well as 10 grandchildren.
Pictured here, they are
Alexandra, Christian,
Joanna, Leslie, Sydney
and Guy.
Radell photo, 2013

Following a Bachelor of
Commerce degree at McGill
University in 1951, Vic
studied law at the University
of British Columbia and was
called to the bar in 1955.
He relocated to Montreal and began his long and
illustrious career in the aviation industry. He flew
Rick Radell photo 2013
Douglas DC-3s for Hollinger Ungava Transport in
Victor Bennett was born in St. John’s, 1953. In 1956 he was hired by Timmins Aviation
Newfoundland in 1928. He enlisted with the Ltd. in Montreal and until 1967 he served as
RCAF as an aircrew trainee, received his wings secretary, general manager and vice-president.
and a commission as Pilot Officer. He then joined
438 City of Montreal Reserve Squadron as a In 1967, Timmins Aviation was sold, and for
pilot. While working with Laurentide Aviation he the next seven years Vic served as president of
earned both private pilot and commercial licences. the company. With investment assistance from
Innocan, in 1974 he bought Timmins Aviation,

Nils Christensen

(1921-2017)

aircraft and taking courses in Europe to further his
skills. He emigrated to Canada in 1951 and was
employed by de Havilland Aircraft Canada and
Sault Airways in Ontario. Here he obtained his
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer licence, servicing
Norseman, Cessna, Piper, Stinson and Seabee
aircraft used in bush flying operations.

renaming it Innotech Aviation of Canada. As
CEO for 17 years, Vic achieved his vision of an
organization that supported business jet aircraft
sales, management and Fixed Base Operator
facilities. In 1990 the company was sold to IMP
Aerospace.
Vic served as Chairman of Canada’s Aviation Hall
of Fame and was inducted as a Member in 2013.
He died on August 9 at the age of 88, in Kingston,
Ontario. The celebration of his life was held in
Kingston on August 14, 2017.
He was inducted as a Member of Canada’s
Aviation Hall of Fame in 2012.

Nils Christensen died on August 6, 2017. He
is survived by his wife of 70 years, Sheila, two
daughters Randi and Marit and one son Erik,
four grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Celebration of Nils’ life was held September 17,
He moved to British Columbia in 1956 and 2017 in Sidney, BC.
continued to build his reputation in aircraft
maintenance as Chief of Maintenance at the
Victoria Flying Club. He became well-known for
his skills in the conversion of wartime aircraft to
water bombers.

Rick Radell photo 2012

Nils Christensen was born in Hovik, Norway in
1921 and began studying mechanics while still in
school. He joined the Norwegian Merchant Navy
in 1939, and then the Royal Norwegian Air Force
in 1942.
He came to Toronto in 1942 to train as an aircraft
mechanic. Following the Second World War
he continued work in servicing civil aviation

In 1970 Nils established his own company, Viking
Air, at Sidney, BC and obtained manufacturing
rights from de Havilland for parts for its aircraft,
the Beaver, Otter and Turbo Beaver, later adding
type certificates for the Chipmunk, Caribou,
Buffalo, Twin Otter and the Dash. Viking Air
started with three employees, and by the time
Nils retired in 1987, he had seen the company
grow to 450 employees in Sidney and Calgary,
AB. He remained with the business while it began Nils Christensen’s daughter Marit and wife
production of the Twin Otter. In all, he spent 45 Sheila at his induction to Canada’s Aviation Hall
of Fame, 2012. Rick Radell photo
years in aviation.
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